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Abstract

Background: Overnight memory consolidation is disturbed in both depression and schizophrenia, creating an ideal situation to investigate the mechanisms underlying sleep-related consolidation and to distinguish disease specific processes from common elements in their pathophysiology.

Methods: We investigated patients with depression and schizophrenia as well as healthy controls (each n=16) under a motor memory consolidation protocol with fMRI and polysomnography.

Results: Significantly less overnight improvement in a sequential finger tapping task associated with the degree of hippocampal-prefrontal-cortex functional connectivity during the task was identified as a common deficit in both patient groups. A task-related overnight decrease in activation of the basal ganglia was observed in controls and schizophrenia; in contrast patients with depression showed an increase. During the task schizophrenic patients additionally recruited adjacent cortical areas in comparison to controls, which showed a decrease in fMRI activation overnight and were related to disease severity. Effective connectivity analyses revealed that the hippocampus was functionally connected to the motor-task-network, and the cerebellum decoupled from this network overnight.

Conclusion: While both patient groups showed similar deficits in consolidation associated with HPC-PFC connectivity, other activity patterns more specific for disease pathology differ.
Introduction

In the last few decades increasing evidence has arisen supporting the notion of memory consolidation processes occurring during sleep (1;2). In particular, sleep appears to make the neural representations of motor memories more efficient. After sleep, healthy subjects mostly show a decrease in brain activation in some areas of the motor network (MN) (3;4); different studies show slightly different results most likely due to the wide spread usage of more lenient statistical thresholds and correction methods. Further, the hippocampus (HPC) has been shown to be especially involved in motor sequence learning (5;6). Since the HPC has been implicated to “drive” systems memory consolidation by distributing new memories into existing networks via the prefrontal cortex (PFC), it has been proposed that the HPC involvement in the motor-sequence task could predict sleep related improvement during the following night (6;7;1;8;2).

Cognitive impairment, a characteristic of both depression and schizophrenia, presents an important social and economic issue. Schizophrenia and depression seem to show some general overlapping pathophysiology such as hippocampal-prefrontal connectivity abnormalities, as well as disease specific mechanisms (9). Further, both diseases seem to affect sleep and memory; sleep-related memory consolidation – especially of the sequential finger tapping task – has been found to be disturbed in medicated depression and schizophrenia (10;11;12;13;14;15). It remains unclear however which neural mechanisms exactly underlie these deficits, and if disturbed sleep actually plays a role.

The common factor of affected overnight memory consolidation in two different patient groups creates an ideal situation to investigate the mechanisms behind motor
memory consolidation and common disease pathophysiology. In this study we investigated the neural mechanism associated with decreased memory consolidation in medicated depression (DEP) and schizophrenia (SCZ) using behavioural measurements, sleep monitoring and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). First we aimed to replicate the overnight decrease in brain activation during the sequential finger tapping task in controls (CON) and the behavioural deficit in consolidation in patients. We further investigated neural correlates related to the behavioural impairment and hypothesized that the HPC, as an important structure involved in learning, would firstly be connected to the MN and critical for overnight consolidation, and secondly show dysfunctional coupling in both patient groups as a common disease mechanism and associated with performance levels.
Methods

Participants

All participants underwent a 4-day study period (see figure 1A). Patients were recruited from the clinic of the Max Planck Institute of Psychiatry, Munich, Germany. Recruitment criteria for patients: right-handedness assessed via Edinburgh Handiness Inventory and a clinical diagnosis of a schizophrenia/schizoaffective disorder or an acute depressive episode within major depressive disorder based on DSM-IV and ICD-10 criteria. Only medicated patients were included since up until now deficits in sleep-related memory consolidation have only been shown in patients receiving medication (14;13). Exclusion criteria for both patient groups were a major co-morbid disorder such as substance abuse disorder or advanced cognitive impairment, e.g. dementia. All patients (16 DEP, 16 SCZ) were on medication with e.g. antidepressants and neuroleptics (see suppl. materials p. 2). After screening psychiatric, physical, or sleep disorders with semi-structured interviews and physical examination, sixteen healthy controls were included in the experiment and paid for their participation. All participants completed the questionnaires to assess psychiatric symptoms (Beck Depression Index BDI, Symptom Severity Scale SCL-90), morning-evening preference (morningness eveningness questionnaire M_EQ) and sleep quality (Pittsburgh sleep quality index PSQI) during the study period. The ethics committee of the Ludwig Maximilian University, Faculty of Medicine, Munich, Germany, approved the study. The experiments were performed after written informed consent of each subject was provided.
Motor Learning Task

To investigate procedural motor memory, we employed a sequential-finger-tapping task (3;4), during which the subjects repeatedly tap with their left hand the five element sequence (4-1-3-2-4) as quickly and accurately as possible during trials of 30 s (see figure 1A and suppl. material p. 4). To measure sleep related consolidation we used absolute change in correctly tapped sequences; end-training performance outside the scanner (trials 6-8) was used as baseline and subtracted by the retest performance outside the scanner. During fMRI scans, a ‘paced’ and a ‘fast’ version of the task was used. During the paced sequence, a white dot continuously ran underneath the sequence, and subjects were instructed to tap the sequence at the pace of the dot. The speed was set at 5 sequences /30 sec. During the fast version, the participants could freely tap whilst under the instruction to perform as quickly and accurately as possible. Adherence to protocol was assessed online. We chose both options to assess cerebral activity for identical tapping speed as well as for the subject's maximal performance. During the paced-version the subjects tapped at the same speed during both days, consolidation effects should be stronger; during the fast-version the subjects are encouraged to perform at their best-possible level, which should drive them to reach their limits and thus group differences should be more pronounced. In general, paced and fast results largely overlapped, therefore consolidation effects are presented in the paced version and group effects in the fast version. For detailed results and discussion on fast vs. paced version of the task please refer to supplementary materials p.4, 24, and 25.
Polysomnography:

Polysomnographic data was recorded during two subsequent nights in the sleep laboratory, stored and analyzed with a digital recorder (Comlab 32 Digital Sleep Lab, Brainlab V 3.3 Software, Schwarzer GmbH, Munich, Germany). According to the American Association of Sleep Medicine (AASM) guidelines (16), we recorded scalp EEG from the F3, F4, O3, O4, C3, and C4 derivations, each referenced against the contralateral mastoid (filtered from 0.5 to 70 Hz), and further an electrooculogram (EOG) and a mental/submental electromyogram (EMG), with a sampling rate of 250 Hz.

Sleep data analysis

For sleep data analysis, independent professionals, blind to condition and group, scored the sleep stages using standard criteria from AASM (16). Additionally, the EEG of the experimental nights underwent a spectral-analysis via fast-fourier-transformation using in-house software. After removal of artifacts the EEG from C4 (contra-lateral to the tipping hand) was digitally filtered from 0.53 to 30 Hz (24 dB/octave). Power spectra (in $\mu V^2$) were derived from overlapping 2 s time windows (shifted for 1 s) and averaged per epoch of 30 s. Spectral power in several frequency bands (summed power values) was calculated for slow oscillations (0.53 – 1 Hz), delta (0.53 – 4 Hz), theta (4.5 – 8 Hz), alpha (8.5 – 12 Hz), sigma (12.5 – 16 Hz), and beta (16.5 – 20 Hz) frequency range. An automated and validated algorithms detected sleep spindles and REM density (described in supplementary materials p.5).
All demographic, behavioral, and sleep comparisons were performed with SPSS and alpha was set as p<0.05. For more details regarding data analysis and statistical procedures please see supplementary materials p. 4-6.

FMRI

FMRI was performed at 3T (Discovery MR750, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) using a 12-channel head coil, covering the whole brain with 34 slices, AC–PC aligned, echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence, flip angle 90°, 64×64 in-plane matrix, in-plane FOV 24 cm, 3 mm slice thickness, 1 mm slice spacing, repetition time (2.5 s, echo time (TE) 30 ms. Additionally, multi-slice 2D spoiled gradient echo imaging (flip angle 55°, TR 1 s, and bandwidth 125 kHz) with two TEs (1.4 and 3.9 ms) was acquired for B0 mapping using the same image geometry.

FMRI analysis was done with Matlab2012b and SPM8 software (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). All functional images underwent the usual preprocessing steps. Subject, group and condition effects were estimated using a general linear model (GLM) (8). After fixed-effect analysis individual contrast images (tapping>pause) were included in a flexible factorial model with the factors subject, group (CON, DEP, SCZ), day (day 1, day 2) and considering day×group interaction. The contrast weights and factors were set according to (11). All results were collected at uncorrected p<0.005 and then corrected on the cluster level to control for multiple comparisons. Contrasts of individual groups are presented whole brain FWE corrected p<0.05 (see e.g. fig 1B red, suppl. fig 6A). This was done both for activity analysis and to assess functional connectivity during the task with a psychophysiological-interaction (PPI) analysis with a spheroid volume of interest (VOI)
located in the right hippocampal subiculum (HPC; MNI coordinates 26, -30, -12) (7).

The resting state analysis with the same VOI as the PPI was evaluated with a threshold of \( p<0.05 \) FWE voxel corrected for multiple comparisons, except for individual groups, which were \( p<1\times10^{-7} \) whole brain FWE corrected for multiple comparisons (e.g. see fig. 1B, blue).

A more detailed description of the fMRI analysis is presented in the suppl. materials p.7ff.


Results

Behaviour and Sleep

Patient groups showed significantly higher scores in the PSQI, BDI and SCL in comparison to CON (PSQI $F_{2, 45} = 4.75$, $p<0.01$, BDI $F_{2, 45} = 17.01$, $p<0.001$, SCL $F_{2, 45} = 9.08$, $p<0.001$), but no demographic differences were found (see suppl. table 1). However, age showed marginal significance (DEP>SCZ) so the main results of the MRI analysis were recalculated with age as regressor of no interest with no noticeable change in results. Sleep parameters did not show any significant effect of group, day (learning vs. non-learning) or group×day interaction and spindle parameters did not correlate with change in learning performance (see suppl. table 3 and suppl. fig 4 for more sleep data analysis). Replicating previous results, CON showed a significant difference in absolute tapping performance improvement overnight in comparison to patient groups ($F_{2, 45} = 4.127$, $p<0.03$, CON vs. DEP $T_{30}=2.067$, $p<0.05$; CON vs. SCZ $T_{30}=2.690$, $p<0.02$; see fig. 1D), while there was no significant difference in baseline performance on day 1 ($F_{2,45}=1.61$, $p>0.2$, see suppl. fig 3).

Task fMRI Activity and Connectivity

Consolidation Effects

PPI-analysis revealed that in controls the HPC was functionally connected to the default mode network (DMN e.g. precuneus, high parietal and medial PFC) and to temporal lobe as well as the MN (pre/post-central gyri, basal ganglia, cerebellum) during the task (fig.1.B, suppl. table 14). Resting state functional connectivity
analysis with the same volume of interest showed that the HPC-MN connectivity (basal ganglia and cerebellum) was task specific (fig 1.B, suppl. table 15). Over all groups the cerebellum was less connected to the HPC during the second tapping session compared to the first (fig.1.C, suppl. tab.10).

Further, activity analysis showed that over all groups, a decreased activation of parietal areas and post-central gyrus was seen overnight (fig. 1.C, suppl. tab. 8). In controls, additionally a decrease in the basal ganglia (striatum and left pallidum) was observed (fig 1.C, suppl. tab. 8).

To investigate which HPC connectivity is important for overnight memory consolidation, we performed a one sample t-test with the connectivity maps during fast-tapping and change in performance as regressor. HPC-PFC connectivity on day 1 predicted the overnight change in motor performance in the regression analysis (fig. 1.D, suppl. tab. 9).

In comparison to controls, both patient groups showed decreased activation of task relevant areas during tapping (suppl. fig. 6.B) as well as a generally decreased HPC connectivity to all areas, especially PFC (see suppl. fig.7B, suppl. table 11, 12).

**Depression**

DEP presented with less of a task induced deactivation of the default mode network (DMN, suppl. fig. 6.B and more pronounced in paced see suppl. fig 7.A) relative to CON (DEP>CON). Further regarding consolidation, DEP showed an overnight increase in those sub-cortical regions, which had previously been shown in CON to become more efficient overnight. This became apparent in the interaction between
DEP and CON and day, in the basal ganglia and PFC, DEP showed an increase, while CON underwent a decrease overnight (fig 2.A, suppl. tab. 6).

*Schizophrenia*

In contrast, SCZ in comparison to CON and DEP recruited additionally a variety of areas including mainly adjacent pre- and postcentral gyri (fig. 2.B). These adjacent areas then underwent an overnight decrease in activation and were present in the interaction between DEP and SCZ and day (fig. 2.A and B, suppl. tab. 5). We confirmed that these regions represent a disease specific mechanism of schizophrenia by including the activity maps of SCZ in a one-sample t-test with the values from the SCL-90 symptom scale, revealing a significant correlation on day 2 with these areas (see fig 2.B).

Figure 1 and 2 please about here
Discussion

This study investigated the neural correlates of decreased overnight motor memory consolidation in psychiatric patients to elicit the mechanism behind this consolidation. FMRI analyses suggest that behavioural deficits of patients with depression (DEP) and schizophrenia (SCZ) are caused by decreased hippocampal-prefrontal (HPC-PFC) connectivity, which we could show relates to overnight memory consolidation. Although both patient groups show similar behavioural and HPC-PFC deficits, other neural mechanisms activated differed during task execution and seem to be disease specific. DEP showed increased activation of subcortical regions overnight, while SCZ recruited adjacent cortical areas in relation to controls, which then underwent overnight decrease in activation and were related to disease severity with SCL values correlating positively with activity. A model of the findings from this study can be seen in figure 3.

Figure 3 please about here

Initially we could replicate the behavioural findings (13;14) that medicated SCZ and DEP show decreased overnight motor memory consolidation. In general, studies have shown that DEP and SCZ suffer from a wide variety of cognitive deficits from basic sensory and perception functions, information processing to episodic and declarative memory deficits (22;23).

Overnight consolidation

Overnight memory consolidation presented four main effects on the neural correlates of the task: 1, across all subjects the activation of high parietal areas known to be
part of the frontoparietal network, important for attention and memory processes, e.g. working memory (24), decreased overnight. This may indicate that the task execution became more automatic. 2, in controls the basal ganglia showed a decrease in activation overnight, possibly implying that the task representation becomes more efficient through consolidation, which has been shown previously (4;3). 3, functionally the cerebellum decouples from the HPC and thus in this case seemingly the motor network (MN) overnight, in corroboration to the theory that initially during learning both networks, cortico-cerebellar and cortico-striatal, are important for all motor memory, whereas in time motor-sequence-memory becomes independent of cortico-cerebellar and more dependent on cortico-striatal network (25). 4. HPC-PFC connectivity during learning predicted the change in motor-performance overnight in our study and thus is indicated to be one mechanism behind overnight memory consolidation.

The HPC-PFC connectivity has previously been shown to be important for integration of newly learned information from the HPC-episodic form into existing neural networks/schemas in the cortex (26;20;27). It has been proposed that exactly this “updating” of schemas and thus systems memory-consolidation, is one of the functions of sleep (1;28). Originally it was thought that procedural memory is HPC-independent. However, more recently it could be shown that the HPC is activated during motor sequence tasks (6;5). We can add to this by showing to our knowledge for the first time that the HPC is indeed functionally connected to the MN during the task and takes part in consolidation via the HPC-PFC connection. Schemas have been shown to be important for motor learning in general (29;30) and this specific motor task (10); this is most likely due to the pre-establishment of cortical neural-
networks adaptable to the specific task and thus enabling faster systems consolidation.

Overlapping elements in depression and schizophrenia

In this task the HPC-PFC connectivity seemed to be the deficit creating impaired sleep related consolidation and thus confirmed as a common element in the pathophysiology of both depression and schizophrenia (9). The HPC was less connected to the PFC in both patient groups in comparison to controls (see suppl. fig 7B) at the same time the HPC-PFC connectivity predicted in the regression analysis the deficits in performance (see fig 1D). HPC-PFC connectivity changes have also been seen previously in DEP (31;32) as well as SCZ (33;34;35;36;37); in both diseases during rest as well as tasks, in white matter analysis (32;38) and even in a mouse model for schizophrenia (39). Recent electrophysiological data from an animal model of schizophrenia suggests that fragmented NREM sleep and impaired slow-wave propagation culminates in deficient ripple-spindle coordination and disrupted spike timing, and that this is due to deficits in hippocampal-cortical connectivity, which would indicate that sleep spindles are a indirect “marker” for deficits in connectivity (40).

Disease specific findings: Schizophrenia

In addition to the deficit in common with DEP, SCZ displayed disease specific mechanisms. SCZ recruited additional areas (in particular the pre- and post-central cortex) during the task, and those areas did indeed show consolidation effects with...
decreased task-related activity overnight and were related to symptom severity. SCZ seemed to only decrease activation of the additionally recruited areas to a final level set by disease severity. A previous study has shown a thalamic over-connectivity of the same cortical areas (sensory-motor cortex), which predicted symptoms (41). They further reported a thalamic under-connectivity with prefrontal-striatal-cerebellar regions relative to controls (41). On day 1 disease severity correlated positively with left insula activity, which has been shown previously by others (42). Schizophrenia has been described as a disease with a sub-cortical not cortical memory profile (43) with striatal (44) as well as frontal (45) dysfunctions. Thus SCZ seemed to display a more cortical and not sub-cortical mechanism, in contrast to DEP who exhibited sub-cortical up-regulation.

Disease specific findings: Depression

In contrast to CON and SCZ, DEP showed an increase in activation overnight during task execution. The interaction analysis between DEP and the other groups revealed a significant effect, with increasing activation of basal ganglia and frontal regions overnight in DEP and decreasing activation in CON and SCZ, pointing towards subcortical mechanisms being activated in DEP. Increased activation of the cerebellum during a motor sequence task as well as superior temporal gyrus during sequence learning has been observed in DEP previously (46). In our study DEP also displayed a decreased deactivation in DMN during the task, reflecting a typical disease specific finding. The DMN – consisting of precuneus, high parietal areas, PFC and HPC – is usually more activated during rest than during task completion and has been implicated to play a role in general memory, reminiscing, mind-
wandering, and similar functions (47;48). In patients with depression, a hyperconnectivity between the DMN and the cognitive-control-network via the dorsal nexus has been found, resulting in increased DMN activation in patients (49;50). This increased connectivity has been suggested to have a causal and/or maintenance role in depressive symptomatology and to predict treatment outcome (49;50). Patients often suffer from rumination and persistent thoughts, which has been associated with disturbed activation of the mPFC and disconnection to the cognitive-control-network (49;50).

Hippocampal Connectivity

Using histology and functional connectivity analysis, the HPC has been previously associated with two distinct brain networks. One involves the parahippocampal cortex, lateral and posterior parietal cortex, posterior cingulate and PFC. The other network includes the peri- andento-rhinal cortices and lateral temporal cortex extending into the temporal pole (51;20). The dentate gyrus, CA3 and subiculum are present in both networks and are implied to be the ultimate level of integration of information, making them ideal areas to capture both networks as in this study. Using a subiculum seed, we found the HPC to be connected to the MN and the DMN during the task, while during rest the HPC was functionally connected to the DMN, pre/post-central gyri, and occipital and temporal cortex. It has been proposed that the HPC with its ideal processing capacities is an automatic recording system, which then drives the consolidation of new information by integration via the HPC-PFC connection into existing neural networks (1;26). This could explain the connectivity between the HPC and the MN during the task with the HPC-DMN connection for
general memory (47;48). Although, the HPC has been shown to be especially involved in motor sequence learning (6;5) and proposed that its' involvement in the motor-sequence task could predict sleep related improvement during the following night, we are the first to provide direct evidence for the importance of the HPC-PFC in motor memory consolidation. The patients showed decreased HPC-MN and critically HPC-PFC connectivity during the task, suggested here to determine the behavioural deficits. In contrast, during rest the patients showed decreased connectivity with the second HPC-network (pre/post central gyri, temporal cortex), which in healthy subjects has been associated with mentalizing and processing language and emotional cues (51). It is possible that patients showed decreased flexibility in network-switching and thus failed to reconnect the HPC to the second HPC-network during rest. In SCZ a decreased connectivity of the HPC and the temporal lobe has been shown previously (52).

Sleep and Memory Consolidation
Recently it has been proposed that hippocampal sharp wave ripples together with slow oscillations and sleep spindles act in concert to create an optimal milieu for memory-replay and systems memory integration (2;1;28). During sharp wave ripples memory-replay in the HPC and PFC can be recorded (53;54;55). Furthermore, sleep spindles have sometimes but not always been shown to increase after and correlate with learning (56;57). In fact studies in both patients with depression (M. Dresler et al., unpublished data) and with schizophrenia (14) have also shown a correlation between spindles measures and consolidation. Schizophrenic patients show changed coherence of spindles, which may be linked to white matter changes and
memory deficits (58), and a mouse model of schizophrenia shows impaired hippocampal ripple-associated replay (59). In the present study we did not find any changes of sleep stages or features induced by learning or differences between the groups. Only by including both DEP and CON and not SCZ did we find a significant correlation between spindle density and memory consolidation (see suppl. figure 4). One possible explanation is the number of participants since others only found such a correlation with increased patient numbers (14;15;13) and many have reported no such finding (60;61). However in this study, while the relationship between memory consolidation and spindles was positive in DEP and CON, it appeared negative in SCZ. In general, correlations with sleep features and cognitive makers seem unreliable and even studies with very large sample sizes cannot always confirm relationships previously reported (Ackermann, Hartmann et al., personal communication, Ujma, et al in Rev). Further, more recent research indicated that the sequence of sleep spindles together with the slow oscillations and sharp wave ripples may represent a “marker” for HPC-PFC connectivity in a rat model of schizophrenia (40) and considering only spindles that follow slow oscillations seem to have a higher predictive value for memory consolidation in SCZ than all spindles together (U. Bartsch, E. Wamsley, D. Manoach and M. Jones, personal communication). This could indicate that correlations between spindles and overnight consolidation may reflect the change in HPC-PFC connectivity seen during encoding and subsequent sleep affecting overnight consolidation and spindles. Perhaps by solely including those spindles preceded by a slow oscillation we would have found a significant relationship for SCZ as well. It is important to keep in mind that while the overnight enhancement in performance seen in healthy controls has been shown to depend on sleep, the deficit in overnight consolidation for both patient
groups has actually never been shown to be sleep-related. Hence, it is possible that patients show more degradation of performance during the day instead of consolidation deficits in sleep.

One caveat of this study is the medication status of the patients. More detailed discussions regarding medication effects and paced vs. fast can be found on the supplementary materials p. 24ff.

Conclusion

In summary, by combining data from healthy controls and patients with impaired overnight memory consolidation, we could show that the HPC is functionally connected to the MN during a motor task and that the HPC-PFC connectivity seems to be crucial for overnight memory consolidation. Deficits in overnight motor memory consolidation in medicated patients with depression and schizophrenia is indicated to rely on decreased HPC-PFC connectivity during the task, which seems to be a common pathophysiology. While both patient groups showed similar deficits in consolidation associated with HPC-PFC connectivity, other activity patterns being more specific for disease pathology differ. In depression there is an up-regulation of subcortical regions; whereas schizophrenia patients recruit adjacent cortical areas, mainly pre/post central gyri, which then decrease activation overnight and are related to symptom severity.
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Figure 1A shows the study design. Healthy controls (CON, green), patients with depression (DEP, blue) and patients with schizophrenia (SCZ, red, all n=16) spent 3 nights in our sleep laboratory. After an adaptation and an additional baseline night with polysomnography (baseline, B-night) the subjects performed eight tapping trials (see methods) at the computer outside the scanner, then performed six tapping trials in both the paced version of the task and the fast version each with simultaneous fMRI acquisition followed by 6 min of rest acquisition. Each trial length was 30 sec and the subjects repeated the 5-element sequence. During the paced condition, subjects tapped in a predetermined speed (5 sequences/30 s), while during the fast condition speed was self-paced, but whilst asking the subject to tap as fast as possible. The following night the subjects again slept with polysomnography in the sleep lab (learning, L-night) and were retested the next morning with six trials at the computer outside the scanner, then each with six tapping trials for the paced version of the task and the fast version each with simultaneous fMRI acquisition.

1B HPC connectivity analysis: For visual comparison the areas connected to the HPC during the task (red) and rest functional connectivity (blue) in controls are shown in overlay. The DMN is connected both during the task and rest. Additionally during the task the cerebellum and basal ganglia and during rest additionally the temporal lobe, occipital areas and pre/post-central cortex are recruited. This shows that the MN is functionally connected to the HPC during the task.

1C Overnight changes in activity and connectivity: All groups show a decoupling of the cerebellum from the HPC in the PPI analysis overnight (left) and decrease (1>2) in activity in parietal areas during tapping (middle), while CON additional show a decrease in the basal ganglia in the activity analysis (right). See supplementary tables 8 and 10.

1D To evaluate which HPC-connection was critical for overnight consolidation and thus the behavioural effect of decreased consolidation in patients, we modelled the HPC-connectivity maps of day 1 with the change in tapping performance and found that HPC-PFC connectivity predicted the performance change overnight.

DEP=Depression, SCZ=Schizophrenia, CON=Controls, 1=first day, 2=second day, 1.C-D: DEP=blue, SCZ=red, CON=green, P=paced, F=fast; See supplementary table 9, 14, 15.
Figure 2A Depression: In the interaction with CON and day, DEP show an overnight increase in activation of the basal ganglia as well as the prefrontal cortex during the task. In contrast, the interaction analysis for DEP with SCZ and day reveals that SCZ show decreased activation on day 2 in areas which were previously hyperactive on day 1 as compared to CON (see fig. 2B), whereas DEP show a slight increase in recruitment of these areas. On the bottom of panel the BOLD signal from day 1 and day 2 for DEP, SCZ and CON is presented.

Figure 2B Schizophrenia: The left panel depicts task-specific activations seen in CON (red), the adjacent cortical areas SCZ recruit additionally (blue, see also suppl. fig. 6) and the areas which undergo consolidation and decrease overnight in SCZ (green, see also fig. 2A) during the task execution. There is a noticeable overlap between blue and green areas. The panel on the right shows those brain areas, which activity on day 2 correlated with symptom severity (SCL-90 scores). Again the same cortical areas are seen as in the previous analysis, showing that increased activation in these areas is a disease specific finding.

DEP=Depression, SCZ=Schizophrenia, CON=Controls, 1=first day, 2=second day, 2 A: DEP=blue, SCZ=red, CON=green, P=Paced; See supplementary table 4-7.
Figure 3 Models: 3A shows the model for the overnight consolidation effects (green). In general the HPC is functionally connected to the MN as well as the DMN during the task. After consolidation an decreased activation of parietal areas is seen perhaps due to less attention needed for task performance and the MN becomes more efficient. This is seen in a decreased activation of the BG and a decoupling of the CB from the HPC-MN network. The HPC-PFC connection seems to be critical for consolidation, network-integration and thus overnight change in performance. Panel 3.B shows the model of the overnight changes in patients. Since the critical HPC-PFC connection is impaired in both SCZ and DEP and HPC-MN connectivity as well as MN activation is affected in both patient groups, different mechanisms are activated. SCZ additionally recruit adjacent cortical areas, which then decrease activation overnight, while DEP increasingly recruit subcortical areas (BG) overnight. Additionally DEP show a general increased activation of the DMN during the task. MC= motor cortex and associated areas, CB= cerebellum, BG= basal ganglia, HPC= hippocampus, PFC= prefrontal cortex, DMN= default-mode regions, MN= motor network, DEP= depression (blue), SCZ= schizophrenia (red), CON= controls
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